
TERROIRS	   The vineyard is situated on a three-hectare parcel of  terraced land, 
consisting of  sharp rocks and leached clay from the Quaternary Era. 
The terroir enjoys a hot Mediterranean climate, cooled by the drying 
Tramontagne breezes, which keep the grapes free of  mildew and 
other vine disease. 

FARMING	   Certified organic since 2009, which prohibits the use of  all synthetic 
chemicals in favor of  natural composts, infusions and treatments—all 
applied in accordance with the lunar calendar. The De Crozals 
distinguish themselves by an intensive form of  deep soil plowing, 
called décavaillonage, which uproots weeds and grasses and tills them, 
thereby forcing the roots to plunge more deeply and enriching the 
soil, while also making it resistant to drought. After the grapes are 
harvested, they are brought back to the winery where they are sorted 
on a conveyor belt to ensure that only the finest are selected for 
fermentation. 

GRAPE	  VARIETALS	   80% Grenache, 20% Syrah 

VINE	  AGE	   Vines planted in 1998 and 2003 

AVERAGE	  YIELD	   45 hectoliters per hectare  

WINEMAKING	   Grapes are 100% de-stemmed, pressed, cold-soaked, and left to settle 
for 36 hours on native yeasts. A short fermentation is performed at 
cool temperatures to preserve the natural acidity of  the grapes, lasting 
about 15 days. Once malolactic fermentation is complete, Jean-Marc 
ages the wine for five months in tank. The finished wine is left 
unfined and then plate filtered Bottling generally takes place six 
months after the harvest. Minimal doses of  sulfur stabilize the wine 
while also preserving the grapes’ natural character. The wine is left to 
rest in bottle before shipping. 

TASTING	  NOTES	   Grenache lovers will delight in this fresh, supple and complex wine, 
where expressive notes of  dark chocolate, coffee, raspberries, 
strawberries and white pepper comingle in this rich, round and utterly 
sumptuous cuvee. Balance is the name of  the game here, allowing the 
Tersande to offer fresh approachability and soft tannins. The ultimate 
medium-bodied wine at a terrific value! 

ANNUAL	  PRODUCTION	   ~ 20,000 bottles or 1,667 cases 


